Rocket Mortgage and Kennedy Space Center Visitor Complex
Partner to Honor Apollo 11 Crew
Bronze Memorial to Mark 50th Anniversary of First Lunar Landing
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CAPE CANAVERAL (May 14, 2019) – KENNEDY SPACE CENTER – In commemoration
of the 50th anniversary of the Apollo 11 mission, Rocket Mortgage by Quicken Loans, the
nation’s largest mortgage lender, and Kennedy Space Center Visitor Complex today announced a
new partnership to create a one-of-a-kind bronze statue honoring the legendary crewmembers of
the spaceflight that landed the first two people on the Moon. The statue will depict Apollo 11
astronauts Neil Armstrong, Buzz Aldrin and Michael Collins, and will be the focal point of the
new Moon Tree Garden, which will be located outside of the Apollo/Saturn V Center.
The seven-foot-tall bronze statue, set upon a four-foot-tall concrete base, is a gift to Kennedy
Space Center Visitor Complex from Rocket Mortgage. The impressive display is being created
by renowned sculptor George Lundeen of Lundeen Sculpture in Loveland, Colo. Its base will
feature an engraving which honors the Apollo 11 crew and all those who made their historic
spaceflight possible. The statue is expected to be installed at the visitor complex this summer and
officially introduced during the Apollo 11 anniversary celebration in July.
“Rocket Mortgage is proud to be a part of this significant milestone honoring these brave
pioneers that journeyed to the great unknown and forever reshaped world history,” said Jay
Farner, CEO of Quicken Loans. “Like many new technologies launched in our country over the
past half-century, the development of Rocket Mortgage took inspiration from the Apollo 11
mission and the entire Apollo program. NASA’s accomplishment of putting a man on the moon
showed our country and the world that once seemingly ‘impossible’ barriers can be broken and
to not settle for anything less than complete success.”
The detailed statue will be the centerpiece of the new Moon Tree Garden at the Apollo/Saturn V
Center. The garden includes 12 Moon Trees that were provided by Rosemary Roosa, daughter of
veteran Apollo 14 astronaut Stuart Roosa, and president and chief executive officer of the
nonprofit Moon Tree Foundation. The foundation was created in honor of Roosa’s father, who
took various tree seeds on his space mission. The seeds, which have all orbited the Moon, were
later germinated and planted around the world to share the story of the mission. Since then, the
Moon Tree Foundation continues to fulfill its mission by planting second-generation “Moon
Trees” all over the world. The 12 trees in the Moon Tree Garden will represent each crewed
Apollo mission to the Moon.
“We are grateful to Rocket Mortgage for bringing this commemorative statue to Kennedy Space
Center Visitor Complex as we prepare to mark one of the most important anniversaries in the

history of the United States space program,” said Therrin Protze, chief operating officer of
Kennedy Space Center Visitor Complex. “The dynamic statue is indeed the perfect tribute to
these early pioneers who forever changed the history of space and interplanetary travel.”
Other changes at the Apollo/Saturn V Center will include dramatic projection mapping set
against the side of the majestic Saturn V Moon rocket, the focal point of the experience. The
addition of a 1969 period living room and bar will replicate what it was like to watch the Moon
landing at home. There will also be updates to the Lunar Module 9 and Touch the Moon exhibits,
a new Fisher Space Pen legacy display, and the ability to get a closer look at the Command
Service Module-119.
There are a number of events that will take place throughout the summer to mark the Apollo 50th
anniversary: the July 15 opening of the reimagined Apollo/Saturn V Center, a July 16
“flashback” celebration at which visitors will be able to view original footage of the lift-off, a
July 20 extravaganza to mark the 50th anniversary of the lunar landing and a final welcome home
event on July 24 to commemorate the day the Apollo 11 astronauts returned to Earth.
###
About Quicken Loans/ Rocket Mortgage
Detroit-based Quicken Loans is the nation’s largest home mortgage lender. The company closed
nearly half a trillion dollars of mortgage volume across all 50 states from 2013 through 2018. In
late 2015 Quicken Loans introduced Rocket Mortgage, the first fully digital mortgage
experience. Today, 98% of all home loans originated by Quicken Loans utilize Rocket Mortgage
Technology.
Quicken Loans moved its headquarters to downtown Detroit in 2010. Today, Quicken Loans and
its Family of Companies employ more than 17,000 full-time team members in Detroit’s urban
core. The company generates loan production from web centers located in Detroit, Cleveland and
Phoenix. Quicken Loans also operates a centralized loan processing facility in Detroit, as well as
its San Diego-based One Reverse Mortgage unit. Quicken Loans ranked highest in the country
for customer satisfaction for primary mortgage origination by J.D. Power for the past nine
consecutive years, 2010 – 2018, and also ranked highest in the country for customer satisfaction
among all mortgage servicers the past five consecutive years, 2014 – 2018.
Quicken Loans was once again named to FORTUNE magazine’s “100 Best Companies to Work
For” list in 2019 and has been included in the magazine’s top 1/3rd of companies named to the
list for the past 16 consecutive years. In addition, Essence Magazine named Quicken Loans “#1
Place to Work in the Country for African Americans.”
For more information and company news visit QuickenLoans.com/press-room.

About Kennedy Space Center Visitor Complex

Kennedy Space Center Visitor Complex brings to life the epic story of the U.S. space program,
offering a full day or more of fun, inspiration and educational activities. This includes the
Apollo/Saturn V Center, which features an actual Saturn V Moon rocket, and is currently being
upgraded and expanded in celebration of the 50th anniversary of the Apollo 11 launch and Moon
landing. Also included with admission are Heroes & Legends, featuring the U.S. Astronaut Hall
of Fame®, presented by Boeing, the Kennedy Space Center Bus Tour, Space Shuttle Atlantis®,
Shuttle Launch Experience®, 3D space films, Astronaut Encounter, Journey To Mars: Explorers
Wanted, Science on a Sphere®, and the Rocket Garden. Add-on experiences available for an
additional fee include the new Astronaut Training Experience® Exploring with Lockheed Martin,
Cosmic Quest, Dine With an Astronaut and special interest bus tours. Only 45 minutes from
Orlando, Fla., Kennedy Space Center Visitor Complex opens daily at 9 a.m. with closing times
varying by season. Admission is $57 + tax for adults and $47 + tax for children ages 3 – 11.
Kennedy Space Center Visitor Complex offers annual passes starting at $82 + tax for adults and
$67 + tax for children ages 3 – 11. For more information, call 877-313-2610 or visit
www.KennedySpaceCenter.com.
Twitter: @ExploreSpaceKSC
facebook.com/KennedySpaceCenterVisitorComplex
#LookUp
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